
COS Fun Tunnelers Competition 
 

There will be a fun tunnelers competition in the agility ring after the trial 
on Saturday June 5th to benefit ASHGI.  You do not need to be entered 
in any of the Colors of Summer events to enter this competition and dogs 
of any age can participate at the owner’s / handler’s discretion.  You may 
enter as many runs as you wish, and entries will be taken up until the 
end of the event.   
 
Prizes will be awarded for the fastest clean run as well as the most 
entertaining run (clean or not).   
 
Masks may be required depending on the COVID-19 protocols at the 
time. 
 
 
 
Print Name: ________________________________________ 
 
 
Dog’s Name: _______________________________________ 
 
 
Number of runs @$10 ea: ________ Paid $ ______________    
 
 
Check# (in U.S funds payable to ASCNE) ___________  
 
 

Return this completed entry form with entry fees to: 
 

Kathy Fretz  
37 Maxham Rd., Woodstock, VT. 05091 

 
 

You may also enter at the event 
 
 

Exhibitor/Owner must read and sign agreement on this form for 
entry to be valid. 

AGREEMENT 
 

The patron who signs this agreement represents that he/she is authorized to 
enter into this agreement on behalf of both handler and the owner of entered 
dog.  In consideration of acceptance of this entry: 

 
Handler/owner entering onto the Westfield Fairgrounds is responsible to keep 
their dog(s) on leash outside the ring or be crated at all times while on grounds. 
All poop generated must be picked up promptly and discarded in receptacle 
provided. 
       
Handler/owner certifies that the participating dog is not a hazard to persons, 
dogs, or property and that the entered dog’s rabies vaccination is current in 
accordance with the requirement of the state in which the dog resides. 
 
Handler/owner acknowledges all hazards presented by the event and the event 
premises, including, but not limited to, the condition of the grounds, floors, 
stairways, lighting, security measures or lack of, electrical appliances, fitting, 
agility ring, parking areas, and the presence of unfamiliar animals and people; 
exhibitor and owner assume the risk of any harm arising from these. Applicant 
additionally acknowledges and agrees to assume the risks associated with 
taking part in the event though others might neglect compliance with health and 
safety precautions/requirements or pose an undue risk of spreading disease. 
For example, as is true as to any public event, there is some risk that Applicant 
and/or those affiliated with Applicant may catch COVID-19 or another 
contagious disease at the event. 
 
Handler/owner releases the Westfield Fair Association, ASCNE and Pamela 
Bryant-Meeks and will hold them harmless from all present and future loss, 
injury, damage, claims, demands and liabilities involving the entered dog, event, 
or event premises.  Without limiting the generality of the foregoing hold harmless 
provisions, exhibitor/owner hereby specifically assume sole responsibility for, 
and agree to indemnify and save aforementioned parties harmless from any and 
all loss and expenses (including legal fees) by reason of the liability imposed by 
law upon any of the aforementioned parties for damages because of bodily 
injuries, including death, at any time in consequence of my (our) participation in 
this seminar,  howsoever such injury, or death may be caused, and whether or 
not the same may have been caused or may have been  alleged to have been 
caused by negligence of the aforementioned parties or any of their employees 
or agents or any other persons. 

 
 

I have read, understood, and I acknowledge the above Agreement. 
 
 
 
Signature of Owner/Exhibitor      Date 


